By sending a picture weekly to:

Show us your completed requirements

5. how to earn recognition pts.

4. The separate pin guide will show you

pin.

3. Each secret agent will receive a

handout of your earned recognition

points.

2. Every future secret agent needs to

read 25 minutes or if you complete one

of the week’s listed challenges.

1. You may fill in the stamps if you read

needed to decode the final message.

Each week to receive the secret letters

you must fill in at least 15 stamps

Find the secret code to become a Bradley

Public Library Secret Agent.

TOP SECRET: MISSION ABOARDING

DECODE THIS MESSAGE:

(each time)

WRITE YOUR WEEKLY EARNED LETTERS IN ORDER UNDER
I Spy

Exchange any Spy Glass and:
- watch Spy Kids
- spy the ABC's in the newspaper
- complete a Mad Libs
- build a laser maze with streamers/string
- use your magnifying glass to find a bug

Once you find the mystery word in the message:
Use your decoder, reveal the secret. When you submit your final challenge (one letter per line), earned letters in order under the lines on the next page, write your weekly

Decrypt the Code
watch Good Dinosaur
make a bone out of playdoh
draw a picture of a T Rex
dance like a dinosaur
build a house for your dinosaur

Exchange any dinosaur and:

(color one in for every 15 min. of reading)

DINOSAUR
watch Finding Dory
spy a stuffed ocean animal

Deep Sea

Exchange any octopus:

8

watch the Goonies or Treasure Planet
build a toll boat/ how many pennies fit?
make a map to find hidden treasure

Draw yourself as a pirate

Exchange any treasure chest:

Pirate

(color one in for every 15 min of reading)

(color one in for every 15 min of reading)
Exchange any food and:

DIG IN FOOD

(color one in for every 15 min. of reading)

ROCKIN' GOLD RUSH

(color one in for every 15 min. of reading)